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First-Year Composition 

Teaching Philosophy 
 

When students realize that the university is a hub of interdependent, diverse fields of study, administrations, and support services, they 

begin to recognize that the writing classroom is not a place to be validated for ‘getting it right.’ As the instructor, I define our 

discourse community as a hack space, one of the few comfortable and challenging places they will be able to experiment with 

expressing, exchanging, and revising their perceptions of reality.   

 
Summer 2012. A black football player in my class asked me why I liked writing, and I answered honestly. “Writing makes life happen in fact and 

principle--jobs, break-ups, marriages, friendships, praise, admiration, blame, resistance, and imprisonment. In my life, writing is one of many ways I 

seize the world with determination and assert my will upon it." He flashed me a toothy grin and extended his arms, stretching swirls of ink covering 

his muscular biceps. "That---well...hmmm...” He paused and flexed before finishing his sentence. “Writing and tattoos is the same thang. Painful, 

personal, and permanent.”  

 

Many writing instructors grapple with the dual issue of teaching writing and persuading students to believe that they can teach them 

writing. However, my colored body and sometimes flamboyant personality intensifies this phenomenon, transforming it into a 

teachable moment such as the one with which I began. Whether I’m teaching first-year composition, revising an article manuscript 

during a tutoring session with a Chinese international student, or conducting a, “Principles of Academic Writing” workshop filled with 

first-generation students, my performance brings these issues into relief. My goal is for students to embrace wit and see themselves as 

writers--who choose to remember that they decide how to use or develop their ability to reflect, investigate, analyze, revise, and 

experiment with various technologies, genres, narratives, and words.  

 
Spring 2010. Everyone stares at C, an intellectually precocious and attractive Caucasian male student, when he makes a passionate confession. 

"F*ck facebook! If I'm at a party and a girl tells me she'll Facebook me and I tell her I don't use it, she gives me a weird look like I'm a creepster and 

usually walks off.  Whatever, dude. I refuse to give up my life to have folks in my business 24/7.”  

 

Teaching and learning new media is no longer a marginal phenomenon.  Web 2.0 audiences, unlike passive pre-millennium 

consumers, participate in media, constructing profiles, editing wiki pages, commenting on articles, and producing interactive 

discussions on social networking sites.  These opportunities to create directly contributes to the production of “publics,” or networked 

communities surviving on feedback.  To highlight some of the political, psychological, and cultural factors influencing digital 

environments, I ask student writers, “Do you feel responsible for contributing to the information available on the Internet?”  This 

discussion or free-write question often leads to deliberations about how the scaling of digitized information privileges an ethics of 

‘information sharing.’ For instance, this question caused C to share his experience with ‘Facebook shaming.’  These conversations 

also reveal that most student writers narrowly define what it means to ‘write.’ Many students’ educational experiences are sanctioned 

by standardized testing such as state examinations and higher-education credentialing exams coordinated by private corporations.  

Given this highly disciplinary experience, I do not assume that students will feel comfortable experimenting with novel/emerging 

genres in ‘academic contexts.’   

 

To address this issue, I scaffold students from print-oriented modes of thinking to hybrid epistemologies, which begins with their 

(re)evaluation of the five-paragraph essay during the first-week of classes.  Since this organizational structure often dominates first-

year writers’ institutional writing experiences, I encourage them to discuss their expectations of ‘traditional’ academic writing.  For 

instance, they are allowed to use first-person perspective and narration, integrate photos and hyperlinks in their essays, compose 

collaborative annotated bibliographies, and create documentaries to support proposals.  In addition, students participate in online 

discourse communities to gain experience writing in emerging genres.  For example, they may compose product/service reviews on a 

site like Yelp.com or UrbanSpoon.com as part of an evaluation unit, write a set of instructions on eHow.com, or edit Wikipedia pages 

to observe and experience the promises and perils of online information management. Furthermore, I expose them to key differences 

between proprietary and open-source platforms.  For example, discuss the concept of copyleft and the creative commons.  We also 

experiment with materials in the public domain available via OpenLibrary.com or Snag Films, and tinker with a demo of a Linux 

desktop.  After my course, students are more prepared to discover and decide whether or not certain graphic user interfaces or media 

platforms serve their organizational needs.  

 

Indeed, a College Composition Course ought to value the production of new knowledge.  We use this objective to root our pursuit of 

becoming excellent writers.  Through our communication of personal experiences about coming to know our abilities, wishes, hopes, 

and fears, we develop trust for one another, freeing ourselves to comprehend how humans organize their experiences in 

language.  Throughout this process, we modify these codes to create novel meanings capable of articulating our distinctiveness and 

connectedness, simultaneously.  We get a style, we have attitude, and we remember great stories. 
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Course Management 
 

I’ve had experience using both Desire2Learn and Blackboard’s Angel as course management systems (CMS).  While 

many teachers prefer these platforms, I need a less hierarchical structure.  Thus, I enjoy using wikis as an all-purpose 

writing space.  The wiki is a living history of our course participation.  Not only does it function as a course management 

system, but it’s an archived information trading hub where students practice writing and access important course 

information.  Unlike most CMS’s, power can be more evenly distributed in the space.  Students can author, edit, and even 

delete pages, as well as add comments.  Of course, as site administrator I can revert their changes at my discretion.  In 

such a rare occasion, the teaching moment is invaluable. 

 

Although I prefer to use an open-source wiki, such as MediaWiki (which powers Wikipedia), I use PBWorks because it 

has a lower learning curve than MediaWiki, and doesn’t bombard my students with ads.   Please feel free to explore my 

2010-2012 Freshman Writing Courses at http://compschedule.pbworks.com with the following log-in: 

 

Username: GuestUser 

Password: Access 

This wiki is ‘quasi-private.’ Writers decide whether or not they want the wiki to be “live” during their course 

semester.  Former students are aware that the wiki’s privacy depends on active participants’ consensus. When the wiki 

isn’t active, an account is necessary for access. 

 

 

Sample Syllabus  
Please see Appendix 1 

 

Assessment 
 

First-Year Writers’ Goals and Expectations 
 

This heading links to a typical spreadsheet of student’s responses to an information sheet distributed at the beginning of the 

semester via Google Documents.  You will need to zoom and scroll to optimally view and navigate this document.  Below is a 

screenshot of the form they receive and submit online via Google Drive.  I utilize this information throughout the semester to 

connect students to their personal and professional motivations to improve their writing.  This data also gives me the first real 

glimpse at their writing skills, and reminds them that they can write well when writing with a purpose. 

http://compschedule.pbworks.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QbyF_3bd6iblpTU0x4Y3J1M2s/edit?usp=sharing
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Example of Grading for a Personal Narrative

 

Example of Grading for a Position Paper 
Please see Appendix 2.   
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Recommendations 

Student Applying to Law School 
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Evidence of Teaching Effectiveness 

Student Reflects on Course’s Impact on Personal Growth  
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Ratings* 
 

*Note:  The Pennsylvania State University transitioned from mandatory paper Student Ratings for Teaching Effectiveness (SRTE) to 

electronic SRTE’s.1  Although they notify instructors and students about the importance of completing these evaluations, no 

mechanism has been developed to ensure that all students will submit their feedback.  Consequently, you will notice a drastic decrease 

of student responses after 2011.  This consideration should be taken into account when reviewing these statistics because the ratings 

are skewed by lack of student participation.  The maximum rating for overall course and instructor ratings is 7.00. 

College of Liberal Arts, SRTE Means from Spring 2011-Fall 2012 

Semester, Year  Overall Course Overall Instructor Number of Respondents 

Spring 2011 5.66 5.92 29,000 

Fall 2011 5.66 5.92 29,000 

Spring 2012 5.64 5.91 26,000 

Fall 2012 5.56 5.81 30,000 

  

First-Year Composition, SRTE Means from Fall 2009-Summer 2013 

Course, Semester, Year Overall Course  Overall Instructor Number of Respondents 

ENGL 015.008, FA 2009 3.64 3.65 24/24 

ENGL 015.019, SP 2010 5.52 6.22 23/24 

ENGL 015.244, SU 2010 5.58 5.50 24/24 

ENGL 015.001, FA 2010 5.50 5.95 20/24 

ENGL 015.073, SP 2011 4.31 4.46 13/24 

ENGL 030.009, SP 2011 5.08 4.83 12/24 

ENGL 015.219, SU 2011 5.35 5.29 17/24 

ENGL 015.202, SU 2012 5.45 5.36 12/23 

ENGL 015.233, SU 2013 5.00 4.67 6/25 

 

Selected Comments from Teaching Evaluations** 
**This commentary was made available by the electronic SRTE’s at Penn State University.  

 

 

  

                                                             
1 http://www.schreyerinstitute.psu.edu/pdf/Guide_to_Using_and_Analyzing_the_SRTE.pdf 

  http://www.schreyerinstitute.psu.edu/pdf/SRTEUseRecommendations.pdf 

  http://www.srte.psu.edu/pdf/Online_vs_Paper_Fall2010.pdf 

  http://www.srte.psu.edu/pdf/CollCampusSum_Fa10SRTE_March2011.pdf 

  http://www.srte.psu.edu/pdf/CollCampusSum_Sp11SRTE_May2011.pdf 

  http://www.srte.psu.edu/pdf/CollCampusSum_SRTE_Fall2011.pdf 

 

http://www.schreyerinstitute.psu.edu/pdf/Guide_to_Using_and_Analyzing_the_SRTE.pdf
http://www.schreyerinstitute.psu.edu/pdf/SRTEUseRecommendations.pdf
http://www.srte.psu.edu/pdf/Online_vs_Paper_Fall2010.pdf
http://www.srte.psu.edu/pdf/CollCampusSum_Fa10SRTE_March2011.pdf
http://www.srte.psu.edu/pdf/CollCampusSum_Sp11SRTE_May2011.pdf
http://www.srte.psu.edu/pdf/CollCampusSum_SRTE_Fall2011.pdf
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A Useful Writing Course… 

Alex was a very different instructor from any English teacher I have had before; she was more demanding and encouraged original 

thought. I feel that she did an excellent job of introducing us to rhetoric and composition and showing us the various ways we can 

utilize the skills learned in this class throughout our lives, particularly in a web-connected world.  

(Spring 2011, ENGL 30) 

 

The lessons that she taught us are very easy to apply outside of class. Our first unit was on narration, in which we learned how to 

effectively engage our audience. This is a skill that everybody needs in everyday conversations. Our second unit was on evaluation. In 

this unit we discussed the power of user reviews and actually participated in producing some of our own. This in itself was a 

connection outside of class. Our final unit has also been relevant outside of class. We learned valuable social skills by working 

collaboratively on a long term paper. We also learned how to research and write based on that research. This type of writing will 

certainly come up in other courses we will all be required to take. 

(Summer 2011, ENGL.219) 

 

The ideas and techniques associated with writing will always have a purpose outside of class. To get scholarships, to apply for a job, 

to even write this SRTE requires a knowledge-base for writing. This class really improved my confidence in my writing skills, which 

will stick with me through the rest of my life.  

(Summer 2012, ENGL.202) 

 

She really focused on learning instead of memorizing and repeating.  One of the most fulfilling classes I've ever taken.  

(Spring 2011, ENGL 015) 

 

A Student-Centered Teaching Approach… 

 

Alex was a fantastic teacher. I wish there was a higher level than the highest rating for her. She was always willing to meet with 

students regarding their work or how to improve. I didn't realize this until half way through the semester, but I'm glad I did. She was 

very helpful to my improvement of my writing styles. I had a great experience taking her class.  

(Summer 2011, ENGL.219) 

 

Compared to others, my instructor actually wanted to take the time to get know everyone and understand each student's individual 

needs. She truly cared about the success of each student.  

(Spring 2011, ENGL 30) 

 

I feel that Alex was very passionate about teaching her English class. Rather than just teaching AT her students, she engaged them and 

encouraged us to fully participate in each class.  

(Summer 2011, ENGL.219) 

 

What really helped me learn in this course was the feedback from both the instructor and my peers. The instructor went above and 

beyond my expected standards of teaching by putting forth her best efforts to connect with her students about topics that they found 

interesting. Not only that, but she expanded upon the strengths, weaknesses, and possible areas of improvement in our papers. I never 

imagined that a college class would be taught with personal interactions (with peers and instructor) and cover topics catered to the 

interests of the students.  

(Summer 2011, ENGL 15) 

 

The Value of Writing Consultations… 

I found the peer review sessions especially helpful, not only to improve my work, but also to work on networking skills. Alex's 

organization was such a relief, I always knew what was going on. I was a little overwhelmed with the amount of readings and writings 

we were assigned, but that is to be expected with a condensed semester. I wish we had more time to discuss the readings, because they 

were packed with interesting information.  

(Summer 2012, ENGL.202) 

 

I found her very helpful during our meetings. She helped us to express our ideas in ways that would make our paper more cohesive. 

She was very positive and supportive throughout the whole process as well, providing useful advice in an appealing way.  

(Summer 2011, ENGL.219) 
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What really helped me learn in this course was the feedback from both the instructor and my peers. The instructor went above and 

beyond my expected standards of teaching by putting forth her best efforts to connect with her students about topics that they found 

interesting. Not only that, but she expanded upon the strengths, weaknesses, and possible areas of improvement in our papers .I never 

imagined that a college class would be taught with personal interactions (with peers and instructor) and cover topics catered to the 

interests of the students.  

(Summer 2011, ENGL.219) 

 

Benefits of New Media Writing and Course Management… 

I thought the Wiki space she created was extremely helpful. It stated what we were doing each day and the assignments for the weeks 

to come. I accessed this site every single day.  

(Summer 2011, ENGL.219) 

 

Our class was very focused around the internet. Everything, including assignments, were on our class wiki page. Although it was very 

organized, I was confused for the first week or two just because I'm not the most tech-savy person. I'm glad it was though because it 

helped me to become more comfortable with using the internet. (Summer 2011, ENGL 15.219)  
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Peer Observation from English 005*** 
****This is a one-credit course that students are able to take alongside any English course.  Students are assigned a tutor that they 

meet with once a week for approximately thirty-five minutes per session.  Below is a peer observation from one of my sessions.  I have 

copied and pasted her report from the original document.  If the text needs verification, I am happy to forward the original email with 

the original document enclosed.  The observation was part of a mandatory tutoring pedagogy course.  Dr. Jon Olson, the Writing 

Center Director, selected these questions to guide our peer observations.  

===================================================================== 

Observation Report by Nicolette Hylan 

October 6, 2011 

About the Tutor 

I observed Alex Lockett on Tuesday, October 4, from 2:40 to 3:15.  Alex's tutee Jonathon was brainstorming ideas for/outlining two 

possible paper topics for his evaluation paper.    

 

1. What signs do you notice of a productive relationship between writer and tutor? What can the tutor do to improve the 

relationship?   

Jonathon and Alex seemed to have a very productive relationship, one that balances professionalism and friendliness.  Throughout the 

session, their body language demonstrated mutual respect and engagement: they sat close to one another, their bodies were turned 

towards one another and they consistently made eye contact.  In addition to attending to Jonathon's needs as an English 15 student, 

Alex demonstrated concern for his broader well-being (she asked if he had been getting more sleep than usual).  In turn, Jonathon felt 

comfortable discussing with Alex problems he was having with his contact lenses.  These conversations were quite brief, as Alex and 

Jonathon remained focused almost exclusively on Jonathon's English 15 work, but they suggested that Alex and Jonathon enjoy a 

relationship that is quite friendly (more friendly/personal than my relationships with my students).  This isn't a critique at all, just a 

matter of personal tutoring style; I think that Alex was able to successfully balance friendliness with professionalism.   

 

2. What opportunities are there for the writer to determine the direction of the session? 

 

Jon did maintain quite a bit of control over the direction of the session.  He came to his session with an agenda (to discuss two 

different ideas for his evaluation paper), and he and Alex met the goals that he had set.  I was super impressed with Jon when he took 

the initiative to redirect the tutoring session, about half-way through, asking Alex if they could discuss a second option for his 

evaluation paper (about the AK47 as an ideal weapon for warfare).  While Jon set the agenda, Alex did redirect his attention when he 

got distracted from the assignment at hand (for instance, when he was conducting a quick bit of research on his computer, he briefly 

succumbed to the temptation of somewhat aimless web-surfing).  

3. In what ways is the help offered appropriate to the writer’s needs? 

 

By positioning herself as an objective sounding-board, Alex was able to offer Jonathon useful feedback on his ideas about AK47s.  

Although I can only imagine that this paper topic clashed with Alex's liberal politics (as it does with mine), she remained neutral 

throughout their discussion of this topic.  Her body language and the tone of her voice demonstrated that she regarded this topic with 

less enthusiasm than she did the paper on Ben Affleck's film (I suspect that Alex secretly adores this director, despite her claims to the 

contrary).  Nevertheless, she went so far as to encourage Jon to pick this topic over the one on The Town because, as she explained, 

Jon seemed more passionate about the paper on guns. I applaud Alex for honoring Jon's interests in this regard.   
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4. What other strengths do you see in the tutor’s work? 

 

I applaud the way in which Alex empowered Jonathon to balance his intellectual desires with his teacher's individual preferences.  

Jonathon explained that his teacher had expressed a preference for one of the two possible paper topics he had generated (I wasn't 

clear on which of the two topics his teacher preferred, the one of the AK47 or the one on The Town).  Alex encouraged him to select 

the topic that he felt comfortable working on.  She might have offered even a bit more advice on how to navigate teacher's demands in 

general (how to balance the desire to please the teacher with the desire to pursue a topic of genuine interest to the student); 

nevertheless, she made excellent use of a teachable moment.  

 Furthermore, Alex was very encouraging throughout the session.  She responded to his ideas with enthusiasm.  I can imagine 

that Jon found this support very encouraging and helpful.  As we grad students know all too well, to write a paper is a daunting task, 

so every bit of support helps.  Also, I really liked Alex's strategy of mirroring Jon's language as a brainstorming technique.  For 

instance, at one point she said (and I paraphrase), “You used the word 'interesting' to describe The Town; in your opinion, what makes 

this movie interesting”? By using her tutee's own language to generate discussion, Alex pushed Jon to generate a list of categories and 

criteria while keeping the session largely student-centered.    

5. How would you describe the overall productivity of the session? 

 

The session was very productive; Jon left with two well-developed ideas for his evaluation paper and a clear understanding of the 

assignment.   

 

6. What ideas can you suggest for making the tutorial more productive? 

 

I'm hard-pressed to generate suggestions for improvement; however, Alex might encourage Jon to conduct simple online research at 

home.  Although Jon didn't spend much time looking up actors on IMDB and Googling questions like when the Vietman conflict 

began, this kind of research can be done at home.   

About the Observer 

1. To what extent—and why—did you identify with the (a) tutor and (b) the writer while observing the session?  

 

I identified with Alex during the session insofar as I found the advice she gave and the tutoring strategies she employed to be quite 

solid; I imagine that I would have said many of the same things and made many of the same moves that she did.  I identified with 

Jonathon insofar as he seemed like an incredibly diligent and charming young man, despite his somewhat troubling affinity for guns. It 

is rare to encounter a Penn State student who relish knowledge for the sake of knowledge in the way that Jonathon does; I imagine he 

is a pleasure to work with.     

2. Do you think the writer was affected by your presence? Was this positive or negative?   

 

Jonathon didn't seem phased by my presence.  Even though I was diligently recording his and Alex's every move, he seemed quite 

relaxed.  He even goofed off a bit, and Alex had to redirect his attention to the assignment at hand.  Now that I think about it, though, 

it is possible he was trying to impress me by demonstrating remarkable intellectual curiosity (for instance, he asked Alex when the 

Vietnam war began, even though this question was not directly related to his topic).   

3. Did you notice any difficulties in the tutoring session that you may have experienced in your own tutorials? If yes, can you 

see possible solutions to problems you have had after having witnessed them as an impartial observer? 

 

At one point, Alex was confronted with the fact that she didn't agree with the teacher's stipulation that students select exactly four 

criteria.  She expressed her disagreement with the teacher's rule through her facial expressions, but didn't dwell on the issue.  Later in 

the session, she returned to the point by explaining how the student might claim some wiggle room despite this rule (she suggested 

that he could establish four main criteria and also establish sub-criteria for those four.)  This seemed like a very reasonable suggestion.   

While her reasons for disagreeing with the teacher's requirement was quite obvious to me (and probably were to Jon as well), Alex 

might have offered a slightly more explicit explanation of her position.   
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 I, too, have been confronted with this problem, in different forms.  For instance, there have been moments when I radically 

disagree with a teacher's grading standards. Often, we as tutors are incensed by instructional policies with which we disagree because 

we feel that our method is superior, yet we must forge ahead anyways and make due with  the stipulations that the teacher has 

presented.  In these situations, it's tempting to proverbially stamp our feet and huff and puff a bit (I admit that I have given it to these 

temptations at times), but I think that Alex has offered a useful model for how to deal with these situations.  Briefly express your 

disagreement, explain why you disagree and then equip the student to actively and critically negotiate his teacher's requirements.    

4. As a result of observing, what else did you learn about tutoring?   

My experience observing Alex and Jon reminded me how important is to let students arrive at their own answers.  During their 

brainstorming session, Alex asked Jon a lot of questions and made it clear when he was on the right track (and when he needed to 

think through his ideas further).  However, she didn't offer too many answers (about, for instance, what makes an action movie 

captivating or interesting.) Instead, she gave Jon enough time to think through these questions on his own.  Thus, she reminded me 

that I could afford to become slightly more non-directive in my tutoring style.  

 

Peer Observation from English 005*** 
 

Tutor: Alexandria Lockett 

Observer: Denise Grollmus 

When: 12:40-1:15 p.m., Wednesday, November 9, 2011 

 

 The tutoring session began promptly at 12:40. Alexandria allowed me to get situated, introduced me to her tutee, Jorge, and 

then she proceeded to inquire about his health (he’s been sick for weeks). Immediately, it was clear that Jorge was extremely 

comfortable with Alexandria and they had a very good, open relationship in which Alexandria encouraged them to talk like 

equals. As they settled into talk about his work, Jorge had his notebook open to a mind map that he drew with regard to a 

topic he was considering for his next argument paper. He jumped right in and began to talk about his assignment while 

Alexandria listened. He said that he still didn’t feel like he could make a strong argument on his chosen topic. He and 

Alexandria had a conversation about Classical vs Rogerian argumentation styles. Alexandria provided him with specific and 

clear examples of both and told him that it was an issue of audience whether to choose either style. Jorge rephrased her ideas 

to show he understood. They sat side by side and had great, lively conversation for the entire session. Alexandria guided 

Jorge’s thoughts and enthusiasm by asking good, specific questions and encouraged him to take notes as they talked. Jorge 

wanted to write about the current situation at PSU regarding Sandusky. At one point, I interjected when I wanted to clarify my 

understanding of the facts. I felt bad for doing so, but Alexandria encouraged my participation and used my intervention as a 

chance to help Jorge in coming up with ideas for his paper. She has a knack for improvisation. Alexandria offered lots of 

positive re-enforcement that was also meant to show Jorge how his thinking was accomplishing specific rhetorical goals: 

“Good exigence” she said, “great way to develop pathos,” she remarked. As Jorge asked questions about the situation, 

Alexandria wisely avoided offering answers and guided Jorge to do research, offering good, legitimate sources he could use, 

suggesting he find an editorial to argue against using the grand jury report and his own experiences as evidence to back up his 

claims. He mentioned that he’d been out during the first night of protests and she told him how he could use his story in his 

paper. By the end of the session, the student had a great sense of direction for his paper. Before leaving, Alexandria wanted to 

make sure he understood everything they talked about. Unfortunately, I had to run to teach, so I left before the session was 

over. I think it ended just a few minutes after 1:15 so that Alexandria could make sure Jorge was leaving on the best footing. 

Jorge was engaged the entire time and he appeared to really be inspired by Alexandria’s guidance. It was an inspiring session!   
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Collaborative and New Media Writing 

Revising Titles and Abstracts with Google Scholar 

Sample Consultation with a Junior Writing Computer Science Research  
 

Context:  The following transcript developed during an individual consultation with a McNair scholar revising his 

title/abstract.  Many students seemed to struggle with writing a 100 word abstract, and few (if any) considered the importance 

of titles.  To accomplish this revision, we used new media research strategies.  I recommended that the writer “tag” his project 

and develop a few search queries that he might use to find his own article through a search engine like Google or 

ScienceDirect.  After experimenting with several queries, the student began to re-discover articles from his literature review.  

We chose a few articles and analyzed their title and abstract structure, observing key characteristics about the sequence:  (1) 

the problem was described, followed by (2) its significance before the author (3) references to other studies and (4) comments 

on the limitations of previous studies.  Next, the author tends to (5) introduce their own study, (6) briefly describe its methods, 

and (7) make claims about its utility.  This method transformed the original to the revision.  This writer composed his own work, 

occupying the desktop computer to perform the searches and revise his writing.  I copied and pasted his document into a wiki 

entry for a transcription of our individual consultation. 

Meeting Discussion:  Revising Titles/Abstracts 

  

Original Title:  Novel method for real-time predictive state detection 

Revised Title:  Towards precise detection of brain states using real-time predictive algorithms 

  

Original Abstract 

  

For many researchers in a wide array of neuroscience disciplines, states of consciousness in the brain offer a metric for explaining and 

predicting behaviors. The analysis of these states of consciousness to provide meaningful data is often time-consuming and labor 

intensive using traditional methods of offline analysis. In these post-processing methods, data is analyzed after it has been collected in 

order to make its classifications of brain state. My research aims to create a novel method of online analysis where a determination of 

consciousness can occur rapidly and in real-time, eliminating the need to manually analyze data after it has been collected. 

  

  

Revised Abstract 

  

States of consciousness in the brain offer a metric for explaining and predicting behaviors.   

Unfortunately, traditional methods of offline analysis are time-consuming and labor intensive because all data must 

be collected before brain state classification.  This approach uses algorithms that are incapable of processing real-

time feedback, which affects the accuracy of brain state analyses.  To resolve this problem, my project aims to create 

a novel method of online analysis using robust predictive algorithms designed to rapidly assess consciousness in 

real-time.  This study has both clinical applications and will enable researchers to more efficiently acquire accurate 

data about brain states.   
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Collaborative Research Design 
Please click on any of the following links to access assignments conducive to group writing.  Note:  Any of these assignments 

could be transformed into individual writing assignments with a reduced page and source requirement.   

Evaluation Portfolio 

Audience Analysis 

Researched Proposal 

Critical Annotation of a Technology 
 

Sample New Media Assignments and Demos 

Online User Reviewing:  Evaluation 2.0 

War on Drugs Position as a YouTube Video  

 

Sample Papers 
Please see appendix 3 and appendix 4. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YMW30iMv_sJGeyNQfYXj3RgLpeBlh9tt-IsZaIGE_hc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Sw59ZQuv80YuUtD4ymxUUbmUy_WWER2VVI4vdXcOTV0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16cDybvAmFtI6OpQNBaebKp09ZzftWSpP-aP5_1Wuhp0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JKcrqh6e0HtSrJmLJhoh9piT7Ck7C1HKx2LP4SIbUzQ/edit?usp=sharing
http://alexandrialockett.com/pedagogy/materials/user-reviews/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXDAlyVKxKw
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Assessment 

Example of Feedback for a User Review Assignment 
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Example of Feedback for a Crowdsourced Bibliography 

 

Example of Feedback for a History of Technology Paper**** 
****This paper is Appendix 4 
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Example of Feedback on Collaborative Position Paper 

 

Example of Feedback for a Collaborative Proposal  
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Online Community Service:  Netizenship 

Netizenship:  Philosophy, Reflection, and Examples 
 

In the words of a former student, A.Bianco, “Becoming a good “netizen”* to the world has become important 

considering all of the information that is already exposed on the web. Millions of people post accessible poems, 

reviews, or [other] data online that has the potential to affect thousands of minds. It is important to get your ideas out 

there, whether it is just six words or a few sentences on a Wikipedia page. Your couple of thoughts can inspire, 

encourage, or even alter lives. Sharing your personal experiences can better another’s well-being or save them time 

and money. It is impossible to know how greatly you can affect someone else without exposing your work first.”  

Therefore, I make online service learning, or netizenship, an essential feature of my courses.  The burden of 

improving information quality—in terms of generating, organizing, and updating content that accurately represents 

the diversity of human taste—is now shared by any user of the global default information infrastructure.  Indeed, the  

Internet introduces the need for us to participate in new ethical paradigms, and writing instructors should consider 

some of the ways in which students ought to be socialized as networked actors and producers of knowledge.   
 

Campus Event Reviews 
 

To expand student’s social networks and acclimate them to the resources of their institution, I encourage students to attend 

lectures, symphonies, museums, and other cultural events on-campus.  Students may write about these events to replace a 

missing homework assignment, or to demonstrate goodwill to our classroom community.  I have used these reviews as a 

strategy for teaching evaluation, discussing the importance of connecting over shared interests, and encourage a willingness to 

add spontaneity to one’s routine. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QbyF_3bd6iMTlhNFlTOHM1dDg/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QbyF_3bd6iRmdSZ1NQNG4wRWc/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QbyF_3bd6ieU00WGh3RDFyWWc/edit?usp=sharing
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Research Writing Across Disciplines 

McNair Writing Specialist Position 
Schedule of Activities 

 

To observe a living history of student meetings and feedback from 2013, please visit:  

http://researchwritingworkshop.pbworks.com  

This is a private wiki.  To access the wiki as a ‘reader,’ please enter: 

Username:  guestuser 

Password:  access 

Survey of Fields/Disciplines 

 

2011 Cohort 2012 Cohort 2013 Cohort 

English Human Development and Family 

Studies/Public Relations 

Engineering Science 

Marketing and Media Studies Psychology Psychology 

Biobehavioral Health Mathematics and Cognitive Science Physics 

Health Policy and Administration Geography (Human Option) Human Development and Family 

Studies 

Finance Early Childhood Education History and International Politics 

Biology Accounting and Economics Veterinary and Biomedical 

Sciences 

Mechanical Engineering Philosophy-Social Dynamics  Biobehavioral Health 

Print Journalism Physics Communication Sciences & 

Disorders 

Linguistics and Cognitive Science Political Science and Philosophy Biochemistry and Molecular 

Biology 

Criminal Justice Immunology and Infectious 

Diseases and Toxiology 

Visual Arts and Women’s Studies 

Psychology Education and Public Policy Communication Sciences and 

Disorders 

  Agricultural Sci 

 

Examples of Feedback for STEM Students 
Examples of feedback for four different STEM Students—Immunology and Toxicology, Agricultural Science, Physics, and 

Computer Engineering are on the following pages. 

 

 

 

 

http://allportfolio.files.wordpress.com/2013/09/mcnairwritingspecialistposition.pdf
http://allportfolio.files.wordpress.com/2013/09/writingworkshopschedule.pdf
http://researchwritingworkshop.pbworks.com/
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Student Writing in Immunology and Toxicology 
Final Paper Title:  The Role of NS5A RNA Binding Activity in Hepatitis C Virus Replication  

 Access a full-text version of this article:  Penn State McNair Journal 2011 

 

Context:  This feedback was offered to the writer at the beginning stages of the writing process.  Before composing her research 

article for the McNair Summer Research Program, this writer submitted an annotated bibliography and outline for a research 

methods course.  These papers were my introduction to the cohort’s writing skills.  This was my first summer working for the 
McNair program, and you may notice slight variations in the commenting styles throughout this portfolio.  However, I strive for 

readers to observe that my feedback always attempts to include three components:  strengths, areas of improvement, and 

recommendations or strategies for improvement. 
 

 

  

http://forms.gradsch.psu.edu/diversity/mcnair/mcnair_jrnl2011/files/Niyibizi.pdf
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Student Writing in Agriculture 
 

Final Paper Title:  Impact of Endophytic Fusarium verticillioides on Corn Growth & Proteomic Composition  

Abstract:  Endophytic Fusarium verticillioides has become an emerging issue in crop and food safety. This study looks at the 

effects of various strains of endophytic F. verticillioides on the growth and proteomic makeup of corn (Zea mays). Ten plants 

were inoculated for three treatments,  with height being measured every seven days. After approximately 21 days, samples were 

taken from each treatment to determine if endophytic colonization occurred. Samples were also used in a SDS-PAGE and silver 

stain to evaluate any differences in the apoplastic fluid of each treatment. This study hypothesizes that F. verticillioides likely 

inhibits corn growth.   

 

Context:  This feedback was composed during an Individual Consultation.  I received a first draft of his Intro/Lit Review section 

before the meeting, and offered marginal comments.  The “end comment” organically developed throughout our discussion of 

the writer’s goals and articulation of the project.  This comment was included to illustrate the structural differences between 

feedback written as a “final” product of reading, and feedback driven by engaged parties interacting in real-time.   

Structure of Lit Review 

  

I.  Introduction 

  

What is the problem? 

Why is this a problem? 

Who has addressed it? 

What is missing in their approach? 

What will you do? 

Why is it awesome? 

  

II.  Lit Review 

  

1.  What is FV? 

-  How did researchers discover it?  Where?  When? 

-  How do researchers TALK about it? 

  

Dispute about physiology of the corn, which is related to the perception of effects 

-  Sometimes it enhances growth 

-  Sometimes it suppresses growth 

 

FB1, 2, 3 (effects of FV) 

  

Since FV produces FB1, FB2, and FB3, its variability make it difficult to evaluate.  Of the three FM's, most contemporary research 

discusses FB1.   

  

Sample topic sentence:  In 2012, research about FB1's effects on animal and human populations significantly increased.   Studies such 

as __________ illustrate a wide range of problems including ________.   

  

  

2.  How is FV detected? 

-  Benefits and Limitations  

  

Why were their approaches valuable and flawed. 

What are YOU going to do to fill that gap? 

Be explicit about researcher's accounting for variability in their experiments.  [give examples] 

  

Limits:   

  

-  Protein detection can be difficult 
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Studying cells and "isolating proteins" 

  

3.  Rationale for Subject Selection and Method 

  

Given that your acknowledgement of the fact that FV (and its FMs) produce so much variability, how will your experiment be 

designed to enable us to better understand the specific contexts in which FV's interactions with Maize influences its behavior/effect. 

  

Project is broken down into three parts. 

  

Why Maize?  

  

You should illustrate how the literature you read demonstrates the value of doing an experiment that tests the relationship between 

FV's and Maize. 

  

1.  FV will be injected 

-  growth measured 

  

2.  Proteins will be extracted 

-  complex to do 

  

3.  Inoculate the Seed 

-  puncture vs. abrasions 

-  Which one has a higher rate of fungus recognition  

  

II.  Concerns about Writing 

-  Writing instructors need to be articulate in commentary about improving writing. 

  

General Tips 

  

Writing is about relationships.  SCOPE, SCALE, INFLUENCE 

  

Scientific:  Physical process and an attempt to account/create motion 

Artistic:  The human creator deliberately/purposefully seeks to materialize a desire or vision or perception or process. 

  

How on earth is a technical writer supposed to be artistic??? 

  

Passive V. Active Voice 

  

ACTIVE VOICE= WHO'S DOING WHAT? 

  

Example:  The Impact of Fusarium Verticiolioides Endophytes on the Growth and Apoplastic Proteins of Maize 

  

Example:  FV may impact the growth and maize's apoplastic region. 

  

SUBJECT + VERB.  An action verb is the difference between the simplest sentence and to be is what makes it not a sentence at all on 

the s/v level. 

  

Patrick IS   Versus  Patrick walks. 

  

[TRANSITION] [ADJ] {SUBJECT/specific or general} + [ADVERB] + VERB + [ID/D OBJECT] [PREPOSITION] 

  

Ex.  Yesterday, the tall boy quickly retrieves a letter from his mailbox. 

  

Ex.  Tomorrow, Patrick will feverishly write his intro/lit review section in our apartment. 
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Student Writing in Physics 
Final Paper Title:  Detecting Low Energy Muons with IceCube 

 

Context:  This student is a multilingual writer, struggling to both write ‘correctly,’ and learn the conventions of academic 

writing.  Using inquiry, I focused on the sequence of questions to enable him to observe a useful organizational strategy for 
composing the Introduction/Lit Review section.  Using the wiki, we documented our session in ‘real-time.’  Most of the entries 

under each question were actually composed by the student after I modeled the first few entries after we discussed the general 

purpose of a literature review. 
 

Purpose of a Literature Review:  Demonstrate that you understand how scholars/researchers have discussed your research subject.   

 How have researchers debated about the meaning of a term or a method? 

 How have researchers debated about the interpretation of results? 

  

Introduction 

Problem:  Researchers are looking for more sources of neutrinos. 

The recent discovery of neutrinos, a power-packed subatomic particle, is important because it has raised issues regarding the 

relationship between particles, matter, energy.  These particles can tell us more about the sun since they are undeflected, or if you are 

tracking down a star, by modeling the path you can tell where it is.  Tells us more about black holes, galaxy itself.    

  

How are they doing this? 

5000 detectors, the size of X, located in the South Pole are capable of detecting Chrekenov Radiation.  These detectors use photo-

multipliers. 

  

How does your research contribute to better calibration? 

Calibration of detector.  Depending on the type of energy a particle has, it will travel farther or less.   

  

Why is examining the source of neutrinos important? 

Contemporary research suggests that detecting muons enables us to better understand the ways certain cosmic phenomena.  Stars and 

Black Holes .  These studies are important because if we understand decay, we can then understand  

  

Lit Review 

Define the Particles 

What is a muon?  Byproduct of neurons experiencing weak interaction.  Energy dispersal.  Dispersal of particles which go in different 

paths?  Muons enable researchers to detect neutrinos.  Neutrinos give us information about the source, which helps us understand the 

nature of the source.   

  

Discuss How Researchers have Attempted to Detect the Particles 

A subatomic particle discovered by X in [year, location].  Doesn't last long.  Byproduct of decay.  Traditionally, researchers have used 

Light Emitting Diode technology enabled researchers to simulate the path of a muon.  Difficult to synchronize the detector  

  

What is Chereknov Radiation?  

Utilized to detect muons, which decay from the neutrino.  A charged particle, moving through a medium, is going at a velocity that is 

the speed of light.  Hence, the bluish color.  Discovered through the decay of uranium in water.  This is useful because when 

something goes faster than the speed of light, you will now be able to detect it.  Depending on how much light you get, researchers 

such as X, Y, and Z, concluded that you can detect the path of an object. 

  

What are Photo-Multipliers?  Other methods? 

Acknowledge limits of detection or debates among researchers about detection when you discuss each type. 

  

Researchers acknowledge that X, Y, and Z inhibits us from detecting sub-atomic particles.   

  

MY STUDY WILL FILL THIS GAP BY DOING X. 

  

As you proceed, remember:  Writing always describes, proposes, or analyzes relationships through Scope, Scale, and Cause. 
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Example of Feedback for Humanities Students 

Student Writing in Media Studies 
Title:  The Gendered Language of Sports Teams Names and Logos  

 Access this article’s full-text:  Penn State McNair Journal 2011 

 

 

  

http://forms.gradsch.psu.edu/diversity/mcnair/mcnair_jrnl2011/files/Heath.pdf
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Example of Feedback for Social Sciences Students 

Student Writing in Psychology 
Noteworthy Context and Reflection:  This student’s educational history is unique because he is a first-generation Caucasian 

student from rural Kansas.  His educational background was directed by parents with a conservative Christian background.  In 

particular, this student was home-schooled until he came to the Pennsylvania State University.  When I met him, he disclosed 

that he had recently came out as a homosexual, which was strongly affecting his academic performance.  The McNair program 

offered this student a source of support and stability during his extremely difficult decision to come out.  Furthermore, working 

with this student introduced me to the fact of educational background as a characteristic of ‘diversity’ that will strongly 

influence contexts for teaching and learning.  Ironically, the same summer I met this student, I was teaching also teaching a 

first-year composition class with two homeschooled students enrolled.  This particular student researcher, as well as the other 

two students, regularly discussed the challenges of being ‘formally’ educated outside of a family/religious context.  He struggles 

with ‘catching up’ with students educated outside the home because he doesn’t share the same knowledge about history, 

literature, and government.  Indeed, this student made me think more critically about what ‘the basics’ means in the 21st 

century.  If educational experiences continue to diversify—through distance, charter, and home-based settings—how should 

writing teachers respond?  Although the Council for Writing Program Administrators and the CCC regularly establishes and 

updates curricular objectives for Writing instructors, I worry about access.  In what ways do these emerging ‘diverse’ 

populations, alongside other underserved groups like international, first-generation, and returning students, cause individual 

teachers and professional organizations to reconsider standardization?  Should we be pushing for standardization to stabilize 

all this distributed education, or do we need to reform the idea of standards as part of an entirely new education paradigm to 

adapt to 21st century expansions (and limits) of teaching and learning? 

Title:  Mirror, Mirror, In the Eyes:  Mental State Decoding Abilities in Pathological Narcissism 

 

http://news.psu.edu/story/273768/2013/04/18/academics/penn-stater-clears-educational-hurdles-wins-adult-student-award
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Evidence of Consulting Effectiveness 

Student Thank You E-Mails 
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Graduate Student Writing 

Graduate Writing Center Workshops 

Writing Personal Statements/CVs 
 

Writing the Teaching Philosophy 
 

Interdisciplinary Approaches to Rhetoric Pedagogy & Curriculum 

Pedagogy & Curriculum: Led by Alexandria Lockett & Rachel Johnson 

This interactive session will provide you with the opportunity to design major assignments that meet your pedagogical goals. While 

pedagogical philosophies should guide our teaching, it is often difficult to convert learning objectives into concrete activities that 

accomplish those objectives. Through collaboration, group work, and open discussion, panel attendees will articulate justifications for 

why we teach, what we teach, and how we teach it. Thus, a portion of this panel will be devoted to developing course units and 

activities that fulfill the goals we set.  

Additionally, one of the key questions guiding this workshop will be, "What pedagogical goals does English and Communication Arts 

and Sciences share?" We hope to draw on frameworks and assumptions that guide your teaching philosophy and practices in order to 

develop common and creative approaches that we can bring to our classrooms. Furthermore, we hope our assignments will offer us 

with even more "best" teaching practices we can use to uncover and define what seem to be some of the greatest pedagogical 

challenges that we face, as a community, in 21st century higher education institutions. Participants will leave this workshop with not 

only a better understanding of the philosophy that guides their teaching, but will also receive a compilation of possible activities that 

can be implemented in composition and speech communication classrooms. 

 

http://www.slideshare.net/anova8/personal-statements-and-cvs
http://allportfolio.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/writing-the-teaching-philosophy.pdf
https://sites.google.com/site/aeiratpennstate/past-camp-rhetorics/camp-rhetoric/description-of-sessions
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Recommendations 

Colleague Applying to M.F.A. in Visual Narrative Programs 
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Observations 

First-Year Graduate Teaching Assistant 
 

Teaching Observation for English 015.052 

The Instructor 

 

Summary:  The Instructor’s class focused on the proposal unit and consisted of numerous procedural activities, one mini-

lecture, and an icebreaker.  Students were required to compose several free-writes, collaborate with peers in small groups 

to discuss their writing and the instructor’s follow-up questions, and participate in class discussion about one Penn 

Statements’ essay. 

 

Methods/Materials/Technologies:  Board trace, Penn Statements, Desks arranged in a Circle, and Statistics 

 

Strengths:  The Instructoris an engaging, thoughtful instructor who has established a great rapport with his students.  He 

artfully blended directive and non-directive methods, and used rhetorical concepts to illustrate meta-cognitive aspects of 

language.  For example, before The Instructo modeled a proposal outline on the board, he wrote down the number 1275% 

on the board.  He asked students what the number referred to and they guessed for about a minute before he told them that 

it was the price of movie popcorn mark-up.  He let them discuss its significance for a couple of minutes before explaining 

the various parts of a proposal to students.  What I appreciated about his proposal model was that he didn’t simply tell 

students what goes into the paper, he emphasized specificity and audience throughout his board trace.  He also asked 

strong questions during his discussion about the Harry Potter proposal essay in Penn Statements.  Specifically, students 

were asked to share their personal experiences with reading, as well as their suggestions for improving reading skills.  

Since they were asked both about the Penn Statements essay and their own literacy narratives, they began to utilize the 

article to reinforce or challenge their opinions.  To illustrate, one student claimed that she thought Harry Potter books 

were ‘dumb,’ but the author’s use of ‘magical language,’ and passionate defense of the book’s benefit to her—in terms of 

learning and community persuaded her to reconsider her own literacy experiences.  Another one of The Instructor’s 

strengths was free-write-on-the-fly!  When the discussion seemed to be about how much reading ‘sucked,’ The Instructo 

spontaneously required them to do a free-write proposing a film in lieu of a book for an English class, in which they 

needed to be explicit about the benefit of watching the proposed suggestion.  One of the most obvious benefits of this 

activity was that the students immediately began building a community over their shared preferences.  Indeed, the 

discussion was powerful, and the entire class experience was stimulating, experiential, and student-centered.   

 

Areas of Improvement:  As I previously mentioned, this class was great!  However, The Instructo used numerous free-

writes followed immediately by partner-sharing without board tracing his questions.  Although students were able to 

complete these tasks, they seemed confused about how long they were supposed to be working and often asked one 

another what the questions were.  I also thought The Instructo could push student’s critical thinking skills even more.  

While I am impressed by how much text and discussion the instructor generated from his students, The Instructo may 

want to follow-up on their responses instead of moving to the next activity so quickly.   

 

Suggested Strategies:  The Instructor’s a fantastic teacher!  I recommend that he talk slower, and give students more cues 

for completing tasks.  To be sure, he does this in some ways, but not others.  I especially liked that he wrote down an 

agenda, but he may also consider composing free-writing and group work prompts on the board or display them on the 

screen, as well as let students know how much time they have to finish these activities.  He may also try to push students 

to develop their ideas more (especially in regards to what they assume is normal).  For example, at one point a student 

said Transformers was a good movie.  He may have wanted to ask the student why, or ask others if they agree or disagree 

with the student’s criteria for ‘good.’  
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Professional Tutor  
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Evidence of Tutoring Effectiveness 

Student Feedback from the Graduate Writing Center*** 
***Note:  This feedback comes from an anonymous survey that we ask each student to complete after their session.  The comments are 

from the one open-ended question on the survey for “additional comments.”  If the student provided a date, I included it as part of the 

comment. 

 

Alex is extremely helpful.  I learned a lot [about] writing research paper in terms of structures and focusing on subjects. (9/16) 

We were a good match.  She was direct and expressive in a considerate and polite way.  She helped me with choice of words and the 

flow of the paper, and how to express my ideas clearly.  It was encouraging.  Thank you! (8/29) 

Yes.  I’m glad I came.  Reorganizing and composing small sections was the most helpful part. (8/29) 

What I found helpful were the general explanations of how I could use better transitions and connectors in a sentence.  (8/29) 

I am very glad that I came today!  Alex not only helped me correct confusing expressions, but also explained why this expression 

conveys the information better/clearer!!  Thank you!  

Thank you.  I’m very glad that I came today.  Alex listed so many great vocabularies about conclusion/experimentation.  I can use 

them more often in my future writings.  Thank you, Alex! (9/12) 

I’m very glad that I came because the grammar tips are very helpful!  I like this method:  keep a separate list of grammar tips! Thank 

you!!  

Getting an idea of what someone else thought of my ideas was good.  Overall, a good session. (10/1) 

Thank you, Alex!  You helped make my powerpoint beautiful, clear, and professional! (10/25) 

Alex gives a useful matrix of thought.  It seems very useful for me to think about something before writing. (10/18) 

Alexandria cleared some of my own misconceptions and habits that were holding me back.  I will visit again. (10/24) 

Alexandria is so sweet and really genius on reformatting sentences (10/23) 

Alex did not simply edit my paper, but showed me what a good way to write an effective sentence is!!  Thank you so much!! (10/9) 

Alexandria is really great.  A thoughtful and smart person! (10/4) 

Great, I made my writing smooth and witty.  Thank you!! (10/17) 

I found our session very helpful.  She encouraged me to do a kind of brainstorming and help me construct the essay.  The most 

important point is she showed me the way to construct it, and did not construct it for me, which allows me to have my own voice.  I 

think this is very useful!  Thanks! 

Alex is an excellent tutor.  I appreciated the mentorship approach. (10/31) 
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Technical/Professional Writing  

Philosophy:  Writing with (Net)works 
 

Although I have not taught technical/professional writing in a classroom context, my experience working with these genres 

spans high school to Ph.D.  I began acquiring an education in workplace writing as early as fifteen, working an average of 35-40 hours 

per week (and sometimes more!) at a Subway/Baskin Robbins.  I often performed inventory tasks for two almost (functionally) 

illiterate supervisors.  On many Saturday mornings, I would put away heavy items that arrived from the truck and count boxes and 

boxes of food, cups/lids, napkins, bags, and detergent to project the store’s needs, fill out complicated forms, and compose summaries 

for the assistant manager.  Despite my efforts, I received one raise for almost an entire year of employment.  Frustrated by inventory 

writing, long hours, going to high school, taking care of my baby sister, traveling some weekends for debate tournaments, and helping 

my mother pay bills, I couldn’t visualize this being the rest of my life.  A few days before I quit this job, curiosity caused me to start 

critically investigating the manager’s manual and hiring materials.  My brother’s baby’s mother, who connected me to the job, 

informed me that she received a raise every three months.  Indeed, I discovered a policy that suggested job evaluations, raise 

timetables, and state laws against minors working more than 30 hours/week.  Imagine my chagrin when I quit this job making a 

whopping $5.30/per hour!   

The next day, a gentleman in my sociology class referred me to his supervisor for a telemarketing job at the local newspaper.  

At the Texarkana Gazette, employment law was part of my training.  My young blonde supervisor was a first-generation student 

majoring in accounting at a nearby college.  She strongly advocated that Texarkana youth ‘get out,’ and expand their understanding of 

the world through college.  As long as I met (or preferably, exceeded) my quota, she let me use the technology in the circulation area 

to complete my college applications.  In 2001, many schools did not allow you to submit materials via the Internet.  Working on these 

materials caused me to form a relationship with Dana Parks, another African-American girl who desired a college education.  

Weeknights during the fall millennium found me critiquing essays with Dana during breaks, fingers flying over buttons—on 

keyboards and contemporary typewriters, playing to the chorus of voices selling one of the crappiest local newspapers in the country.  

We pitched perfect to admissions committees with the power to take us far away from the dusty crevices of the circulation office and a 

poor, racially divided town with few opportunities to make the most with writing.   

At Truman State University, I caught a glimpse of a sandwich board advertising for Career Assistant positions at the 

University Career Services.  Intrigued by this method of advertising, my mind exploded thinking about all the possibilities this job 

offered for networking and empowering others.  This is the only job I ever received without knowing anyone working at the place.  As 

an in-center assistant and librarian, I critiqued hundreds of resumes, cover letters, personal statements, letters of inquiry, and gratitude 

correspondence such as thank you e-mails and cards. In addition, Facebook expanded its network to include more colleges and 

universities during this time, which influenced my relationship to web 2.0 technologies.  As we observed increases in employers’ 

frenzied responses to ‘inappropriate’ behavior, my experience with social networking websites was inextricably tied to blurring lines 

between ‘private/personal’ and ‘public/workplace’ writing.  The numerous resignations and firings of teachers and professionals 

continued to appeal to my interest in ‘fair uses of speech,’ and eventually inspired my dissertation project about information leaks. 

Tutoring in writer centers throughout my graduate studies provided consistent training in various genres including article 

manuscripts, book reviews, lab reports, conference presentations, letters of application for higher-education employment, letters of 

recommendation, letters of complaint, letters of invitation and welcome, and letters of response.  As I reflect on this experience, I 

wonder about the legitimacy of sharp distinctions between technical, academic, professional, and creative writing.  Once the writing 

center becomes part of the writer’s learning context, academic writing loses one of its defining characteristics—a private document 

between student and instructor.  With the mediation of a tutor, the writing becomes ‘technical’ because two people are trying to 

uncover the structural demands of the work.  Given that writing is opening up, both online and within (expanding) academic support 

spaces, we may benefit from recognizing that technical/academic/creative writing are all potentially ‘useful.’  Texting my partner not 

to forget to buy fresh spinach on the way home from class, composing a status update on Linkedin, editing an article for an open-

access scholarly journal, and reflectively writing about my fears, hopes, and wishes count as epistemological exercises if I also 

practice rhetorical awareness.  Equipped with this meta-cognitive framework, any writing potentially contributes to teaching and 

learning, without which we are none the wiser--technically.    
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Proposed Course Syllabus 
[Course Bulletin Information]:  

Reading and Writing the Web:  

User Reviews and the Ethics of Collective Intelligence 

 

Course Description 

 

One of the characteristics of Web 2.0 is the growth of user-generated content. Most well-trafficked websites feature some 

sort of user feedback system as a fundamental component of the site's overall design. If we assume user feedback is just a 

given feature of a website, we may overlook the degree to which these communities influence the success or failure of 

products, services, elections, and policymaking.  For instance, many consumers have come to depend on product or 

service reviews via the Internet, in addition to mass media advertising or friend/family recommendations (e.g. word of 

mouth). You can find reviews of almost anything. Foodies can go to www.urbanspoon.com to view restaurant reviews, 

but would want to go to www.allrecipes.com or www.foodnetwork.com if they wanted advice for making their own 

dishes. Additionally, www.yelp.com, and www.insiderpages.com enables users to search for and evaluate various 

businesses in a specific location. Anyone buying anything on www.amazon.com can find numerous reviews. Movie 

enthusiasts may visit www.metacritic.com or www.rottentomatoes.com to consult movie critics' reviews, or share their 

own at www.netflix.com. Meanwhile, www.newegg.com markets itself as a community space, in which users share a 

fundamental value of credible customer reviews. Similar to New Egg, the glamazon behemoth Sephora, markets itself as a 

community, in which members rely on each other’s reviews to help customize and enhance their shopping experience.  As 

these examples demonstrate, there is no shortage of recommendations for prospective consumers.  Meanwhile, sites such 

as www.ratemyprofessors.com show that user reviews can be tricky when we begin to apply the same expectations we 

have of corporations and businesses to people—especially those working in educational institutions, government, and 

non-profit organizations.  

 

Course Objectives 

 

This course will focus on ‘user reviews’ for the purpose of investigating inquiry paradigms and generating a meta-

language about collective, networked intelligence.  What types of criteria do users rely on to determine whether or not 

user feedback is useful? How can we be sure that their evaluations aren't simply a passionate response to a perceived 

slight, or an overly optimistic reaction to their favorite products and services? For every review we think is “good,” there 

are probably hundreds of reviews for the same product that we think are terrible. Although some of you have been writing 

feedback for years, this course focuses on user reviews.  We will genuinely attempt to determine its conventions, 

limitations, and possibilities. We'll collaboratively analyze and develop a criteria for what constitutes ‘persuasive’ user 

reviews. In addition, we will draw on legal, historical, and rhetorical perspectives to identify and critique some of the 

social, political, and epistemological implications of user feedback. Thus, we will explore other speech acts that are 

similar to user reviews such as: commenting (Yahoo Comments!), instructing (eHow videos), and sharing (Facebook, 

Reddit, and Twitter feeds).  

 

Note: You do not have to have be “tech-saavy” to take this course (e.g. no programming skills are required)! You will 

receive in-class instruction for any web applications we use, and you are welcome to share your expertise of technology 

you feel could benefit the members of our class. You should, however, be willing to play! Regardless of your level of 

ability with digital technologies, every member of the class should be interested in learning more about the nature, 

function, and consequences of the relationship between digital technology and rhetoric. 

 

Course Utility 

 

The knowledge we build throughout the course applies to most academic and professional contexts.  These rhetorical 

situations are usually defined by audiences who expect us to clarify how and why stated assumptions, reasons, and 

evidence led us to make certain types of value judgments. Therefore, we will consider how to transfer our approach to 

online user reviews to other genres such as a literature reviews and feasibility reports. 
 

 

http://www.insiderpages.com/
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Course Texts 

*Free Culture, Lawrence Lessig 

Collective Intelligence, Pierre Levy 

Viral Spiral, David Bollier 

 

Brief Selections  

*Democracy and Social Ethics, Jane Addams  

*Public Opinion, Walter Lippmann  

 

Articles (provided for you in .pdf format) 

Listening to Feedback, Steven Johnson 

The Hive, Marshall Poe 

 

Op-Ed/Editorials (Google or DuckDuckGo or Orbot it!) 

Are Jobs Obsolete, Douglas Rushkoff 

Web 2.0, Andrew Keen 

When Computer Programming was Women's Work, Anna Lewis 

Plagiarism or Poor Attribution , Patrick B. Pexton 

 

Course Assignments and Assessment 

 

Applications (40%) 

 User Reviews (10%)* 

 Instructional Text (10%)* 

 Collaborative Project (20%)* 
o Options: Crowdsourced Annotated Bibliography or one of the Proposed Digital Humanities Projects 

 

Critical Reflections (20%) 

 Personal Writing History (5%) 

 User Review (5%)** 

 Instructional Text (5%)** 

 Creativity, Ethics, and Collective Intelligence (5%)** 

 

Social Networking (20%) 

 Professional Network Biography (5%) 

 Make and Maintain Three New Online Connections (5%) 

 Attend and Review Two Campus Events (10%) 

 

Peer Feedback (20%) 

 Writing Group Workshops (10%) 

 Free-Writing and Group Discussion (10%) 
 

*Materials will be posted to the web, you will choose an anonymous screen name of your choice for your “online persona.” 

**These reflections will be about your experiences composing the applications.  They will be ‘writing about writing.’   

 

  

http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/15487
http://books.google.com/books?id=ZQsaAAAAYAAJ&dq=walter%20lippmann%20public%20opinion&pg=PP1#v=onepage&q&f=false
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Project Leadership Skills 
 

In 2011, I played a major role in the planning and coordination Camp Rhetoric for the Penn State Arnold-Ebbitt 

Interdisciplinary Rhetoricians (AEIR).  Camp Rhetoric presents a rare opportunity for both English and Communication Arts 

and Sciences Rhetoric graduate students and faculty to network about professional objectives, methodologies, and concerns.    

As the organization’s Social Chair, I wanted to create a pleasant and engaging experience for all.  This year marked major 

changes for this event because we changed the venue from Centre Furnace Mansion to Toftrees Golf Course and Resort.  

Furthermore, we invited several participants from other institutions such as the Ohio State University and the University of 

Maryland.  Finally, we expanded the event’s offerings from a few faculty lectures to collaborative workshops and a featured 

speaker.  These major changes required extensive communication and strategic decision-making about logistics, which included 

charging participants a small registration fee.  Establishing a new tradition of professional development required me to take 

risks, advocate graduate student needs, and negotiate with AEIR board members, faculty, and venue managers.   

Centre Furnace was a fascinating location since it inaugurated the Pennsylvania State University as a land-grant 

agricultural institution.  However, it was not ideal for occupying numerous inhabitants deliberating in various sessions 

throughout the day.  Centre Furnace cost over $1000 to reserve for the entire day, and the building was a delicate cramped cold 

space with no catering and few parking spaces.  With the generous assistance of a grant from the Rhetoric Society of America, 

our organization possessed exactly $1,000 to develop and host a special event.   Given our budgetary limitations, I voiced my 

concerns early in the planning process, and other members seemed open to another venue.  After the Vice President investigated 

possible on-campus sites, their cost far exceeded our budget.   

Everyone seemed content with Centre Furnace, but I mentioned that we should consider any and all off-campus 

possibilities.  I recalled one of my good friends visiting Penn State for an Irish Studies Conference held at Toftrees Golf Resort 

and Conference Center.  Although I thought this venue would probably exceed our budget, I decided to initiate a meeting with 

one of the managers—Christine Olbrich.  We discussed various arrangements for dates, food options, and meeting rooms for 

approximately two months.  She gave us options ranging from $900-$1300.  The AEIR board was excited about this possibility, 

but I wanted the price to be even lower.  Before Christine finalized the contract for the $900 budget, which included three break 

out rooms, one main room, breakfast, and lunch, I decided to meet with her with the AEIR president.  We communicated our 

budgetary concerns with Christine, and she maintained that we were getting a good deal.  However, I convinced her to reduce 

the price by almost $300 for two major reasons.   

First, I drew her attention to the fact that Camp Rhetoric is an annual event.  If the organization liked the location and 

amenities, they would be likely to continue choosing this venue for future events.  Next, I pointed out that we would be 

expanding each year, which includes out of town guests.  2011 was the first time we invited participants from other institutions, 

and their memories of the venue could increase their visibility, which could possibly lead to unexpected business opportunities.  

Of course, I mentioned the fact that this exact context led me to contact her in the first place.  Christine told us that she would 

talk to her supervisor and follow-up with a final contact.  We were pleased when we saw that the final contact included three 

meeting rooms, a main break-out room, audio-visual accommodations, coffee and tea catering throughout the entire event, 

continental breakfast of various delicious pastries, a catered lunch, as well as discounted room rates for our out-of-town guests.  

Making this deal with Toftrees was incredibly fortunate for AEIR because the venue offers every single amenity one could ask 

for during a conference event—from its proximity to campus, parking availability, spacious meeting rooms, and hotel rooms to 

catering services and a restaurant with a full bar for ‘post-conference’ networking. Camp Rhetoric 2011 was well attended, and 

participants spoke highly of the event.  Three years later, AEIR continues to have Camp Rhetoric at Toftrees and implement a 

collaborative workshop structure.   

Camp Rhetoric 2011 (Details and Photos) 

Camp Rhetoric 2011: Budget and Contract 

https://sites.google.com/site/aeiratpennstate/past-camp-rhetorics/camp-rhetoric
https://b729e88e-a-62cb3a1a-s-sites.googlegroups.com/site/aeiratpennstate/past-camp-rhetorics/camp-rhetoric/CampRhetoric_3.JPG?attachauth=ANoY7crqjqKSdVMwwt-ajvNPCYMruPIBWiX19dyWhar0Cx2OplXiUJgPZEwPxeYevDahRI_4tg_9e0zMIPEBmZHugqr83C_tuxQ9MYNv3gky_ytUqrY9xaCzBXo7Ao0Hm5XNJF2OgGksIMSokopdUpE9XDHcXhIqQ348LSzHHUuVhI3mvkRg9FulrHHH0lE7b5NTomZxggnSl0uTfRQrL1wJhYqN2xKn8SdgcaQEno6IdGVaco69zZIT72Qt_Kh9_3zysm8R5yirhJxlfMiay6rYMlhxuG8jog%3D%3D&attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/aeiratpennstate/past-camp-rhetorics/camp-rhetoric
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AvQbyF_3bd6idEdMZFc3OXpnOGhUcEFwYm5wQ1p5anc&usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QbyF_3bd6ialZUbExTRnBlbTg/edit?usp=sharing
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Consulting 

Example of Mid-Semester Reports for Business Writing Students 
Note:  Both Progress Narratives are for students enrolled in an advanced writing course for their field.  Both students are 

enrolled in English 202 for business majors.   

English 005 Progress Narrative:  Writer #1  
 

Writer 1’s greatest strengths include her passion for finding her ideal job and genuine desire to improve her writing.  Our sessions have 

addressed both writing for this course, as well as job search documents.  We've addressed numerous writing objectives for learning 

more about Generic conventions of professional writing (resumes, cover letters, proposals), in terms of: 

 

◦ Formatting 

◦ Tone 

◦ Grammar (plurals, subject/verb agreement, articles) 

 

Writer 1 has gained global experience working in supply chain management and she's positioned to be a fierce competitor in her 

chosen field.  We've spent most of our time getting Writer 1 to match her expertise with the language needed to help her audience's 

visualize her as an ideal candidate for their company.  As such, I've modeled various expressions “formalities” common in business 

writing and emphasized the importance of action verbs and specific examples to demonstrate one's capacity for leadership, goodwill, 

and trustworthiness. 

 

Challenges and Goals 

 

Writer 1 does a fantastic job researching companies and providing background information.  She's always prepared, so each session 

we have lots of material to work with.  Her work, however, requires more editing because she struggles with English grammar.  

Despite this challenge, Writer 1 is a fast learner, as her word choice and tone have consistently improved.  We'll continue to work on 

proofreading strategies and genre heuristics throughout the rest of the term. 

 

English 005 Progress Narrative:  Writer #2 
 
Writer 2’s greatest strength is his genuine interest in all sorts of professional communication.  Although we've gone over study 

strategies for quizzes and a rough draft of his Kappa Alpha Phi collaborative proposal, the majority of our sessions have focused on 

expressing good will and etiquette.  In particular, we seem to focus on email writing a lot.  Here are some of the rhetorical 

situations/genres we've covered: 

 

• Responding to a rejection 

• Rejecting an offer you've already accepted 

• Writing thank you notes 

 

One of the most intriguing aspects of our meetings is the fact that we deal with real-world composing situations, in which there are 

real-world consequences.  Two important emails we examined and revised, were Writer 2’s response to Google's rejection and Writer 

2’s attempt to decline Johnson and Johnson's offer for Intel.  We discussed ethical questions such as: 

 

• If you've been given a better offer, how do you decline an offer you've accepted?  What information should be included?  

Omitted?  Should you mention the other offer at all?  How do you create the impression of being a competent, valuable 

candidate without sacrificing prospective connections/networks? 

• If you've been rejected, how do you gracefully respond?  How do you balance between conveying your trust that the 

company has done the right thing for them and your own sense of insecurity and hurt feelings that you didn't get the job? 

 

We also covered some grammatical concerns, which include but aren't limited to:  sentence variety, rhetorical effects of action vs. 

linking verbs, and how to be concise and polite at the same time. 

 

We'll continue to work on any major assignments for your course, as well as address any professional writing concerns Writer 2 

desires to focus on.  It's been great to have a student whose intellectual curiosity guides our meetings and provides him with sources of 

knowledge he can draw on throughout his ambitious career journey as a Network Specialist. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1:  Sample Syllabus for First-Year Composition  

Appendix 2:  Sample First-Year Composition Position Paper   

Appendix 3:  A Freshman Writer Evaluates Emerging Genres   

Appendix 4:  Collaborative Technological History Analysis 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QbyF_3bd6icHRNeHJpLWdMMWM/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QbyF_3bd6iOUItUUhnS3VOTUE/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QbyF_3bd6iNGtSeFJLeTFhSk0/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QbyF_3bd6iUGdiQ3BySWdlUVE/edit?usp=sharing

